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ABSTRACT

The first process control systems used mechanical and pneumatic controllers. Ever since

then, the process control sector has seen numerous developments; amongst them is the

foundation fieldbus technology. Fieldbus has been around for sometime, but not until

recently has it caught the attention of users and manufacturers alike. Fieldbus claims to

require less hardware, have easy installation and commissioning, provide good data both

in quality and quantity, need easy and simple maintenance and be interoperable with

other devices. This project aims to prove those claims. A foundation fieldbus test

platformwill be designed and built. This test platform will include a simple control loop

with fieldbus transmitters, gauges and control valves. A control strategy of cascade

control and PID control will be used. Influenced by the safety system of a plant, the test

platform is designed to emulate part of the fire water pump system. When there is a leak

in the fire water pipes, the drop in pressure inside the pipes will trigger the system to

pump in more water. The first part of this project will cover the research and design

stages. Thorough research on the fieldbus technology, different control strategies and

installation and commissioning is needed for the success of the second part of the project.

Once the design has been finalized, and deemed feasible, the test platform will be built.

Tests, troubleshooting and maintenance will follow. In the light of further improving this

project, state-space mode can be used as an alternative control strategy. It should provide

greater performance, increased stability and controllability. Fieldbus has the potential of

being the best, with its extra features, such as diagnostics and predictive maintenance.

Digital control is the thing ofthe future.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY

In the 1940's, process instrumentation relied upon pressure signals of 3-15 psi for the

monitoring of control devices. In the 1960's, the 4-20 mA analogue signal standard was

introduced for instrumentation. Despite this standard, various signal levels were used to

suit many instruments which were not designed to the standards specification. The

development of digital processors in the 1970's sparked the use of computers to monitor

and control a system of instruments from a central point. The specific natureof the tasks

to be controlled called for instruments and control methods to be custom designed. In the

1980's smart sensors began to be developed and implemented in a digital control,

microprocessor environment. This prompted the need to integrate the various types of

digital instrumentation into field networks to optimise system performance. While the "if

it works then use it" mentality progressed, it became obvious that a fieldbus standard was

requiredto formalise the controlof smart instruments.

The decision to provide an international standard sawthe Instrument Society of America

(ISA), the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), Profibus (German national

standard) and FIP (French national standard), form the DEC/ISA SP50 Fieldbus

committee. The standard to be developed must integrate the enormous range of control

instruments, provide them with interfaces to operate various devices simultaneously, and

set a communication protocol to support them all. This daunting task was perceived by

many to be moving too slowly, a problem compounded by companies' world wide

pushing to have their own product ideas standardised. With the diversity in products and

methods ofimplementation, there was no one direct solution for the standard to besetto.



In 1992, two groups, each consisting of manymajor companies world wide, emerged to

lead the market in a fieldbus solution. The ISP (Interoperable Systems Project) and

WorldFIP (Factory Instrumentation Protocol) both share differing views on the

implementation of fieldbus, but they claim they will altertheirproducts to conform to the

ISA's SP50 standard when it is formalised. In September of 1994, WorldFIP and ISP,

joined forces to become Fieldbus Foundation (FF), in an effort to speed up the process of

completing the fieldbus standard [1].

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

For several years now companies world wide have been engaged in the testing of the

evolving fieldbus standard through implementation in small areas of already operational

plants. The aim of these companies is undoubtedly to test the suitability of fieldbus in

their operating environments. This real life testing is the best way to examine the

reliability of a fieldbus system, and to determine whether fieldbus will live up to the

process industry's high expectations. Furthermore, most existing plants are setup with

conventional and HART control systems. The jump to a full fieldbus plant will take time

and a lot of money. Therefore it will most likely be done in stages, where it will run

alongside both HART and conventional systems.

Similarly, this projects main aim is to test the suitability of fieldbus in various operating

environments and in different plant setups. Coupled with the advancement in smart

sensors and actuator technology, fieldbus is the link to a more versatile control system.

The focus is to design, develop and configure and implement a simple single control

loop, involving various field instruments, particularly on two control variables: pressure

and level, that is to be controlled by a fieldbus system.

13 OBJECTIVE & SCOPE OF STUDY

This project aims to find answers on the flexibility and efficiency of the fieldbus system

as well as its compatibility to work with older technology such as HART protocol or

conventional control systems. Fieldbus is a growing technology in the process and oil &



gas industry. In this project, a typical process control loop with several control variables

such aspressure and level will becontrolled by a fieldbus network. This would provide a

concise familiarization to thefieldbus system thatwould beused for improving the issues

related to a fieldbus system.

In thisproject, we will take a look at a very basic single loop foundation fieldbus control

system. A test skid will be designed and built to implement the control of pressure, and

level. We will be using SMAR fieldbus transmitters and valves. We will also be doinga

comparison between the fieldbus setup and the conventional setup.



2.1 GOING DIGITAL

CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Not only are there advantages of going digital, there are also disadvantages of staying

with analog. That is, by forgoing digital communication, not only do you miss many

benefits, you retain problems and procrastinate the inevitable migration. These analog

problems also apply if the hybrid "smart" protocols are used in place of a faster purely

digital solution.

Most properties are measured digitally, processed digitally, stored digitally, displayed

digitally, controlled digitally, and even actuated digitally - it does not make sense to

transmitthemanalog. The analog domain can in mostcases be completely eliminated - it

is only a few sensors which are still analog. Though digital instruments were first

introduced to enhance fidelity, they have already enabled many new schemes such as

control in the field and firmware download. Even if you don't use these, there may be

more to come because more useful innovations are sure to follow suit.

Measurements from digital sensors such as in pressure, level, and flow transmitters now

have very high accuracy, as good as 0.04% [2]. The quantization error alone due to the

digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital conversion required for 4-20 mA may be as large

as 0.03% plus drift and differences in calibration in transmitter output and system input

make a significant contribution to the total probable error of the measurement. Such an

error, for example, translates into a large volume for level measurement in a big storage

tank. The analog domainmust be eliminated to ensurefidelity.

Many possible signal distortions thatcould occur on a 4-20 mA signal are notpossible to

detect and will go undetected until manually tested. If loop current is limited to say 17



mAdueto increased loop resistance due to corrosion or becomes someothervaluedueto

a ground loop introduced by the signal wires getting in touch with a device, conduit, or

junction box ground this cannot be detected. Many conceivable faults on a 4-20 mA

signal just turn one signal into another valid value that gets accepted by the system.

You cannot detect distortions on an analog signal. A system can't tell the difference

betweena distorted hardwired signaldue to inducednoise and a genuineprocess change.

Devices with microprocessors today provide pretty much the same diagnostics because

they use the same sensor and transducer modules with the same auxiliary sensors

regardless of protocol used oreven when the signal is analog. The sensors and transducer

modules are therefore designed for the worst case, that is, to operate from 4 mA.

However, devices that has completely eliminated 4-20 mA have more current(10 mAor

more) and therefore can run the same diagnostics much faster. The 4 mA limitations

must be eliminated to provide fester diagnostics.

As seen with digital audio, telephony, photography etc. in the consumer industry, it is

hard to imagine what marvelous innovations and possibility the future will bring, if you

have theplatform to use it. Since control systems typically remain in operation for ten to

twenty years, putting in analog technology now, delays anypossibility of adopting such

new technologies as theybecome available. In the future as salesof purefieldbus devices

exceeds that of analog and smart hybrids, they will no longer be forced to use the same

sensors and transducer modules. As it will no longer be necessary to operate on 4 mA,

these transducers can have more auxiliary sensors used for better diagnostics and

subsequent maintenance savings. More powerful processors enable math intensive

algorithms such as FFT (Fast Fourier Transform), for example in analysis of noise and

vibration of bearings etc. Analog is not possible for anything where the measurement is

more than one single simple number, which limits future instrument possibilities such as

sensors for hearing (sound bites) andvision(video clip) in remote applications.

Migrating from hardwire to bus is disruptive and therefore it is tempting to put off

modernization to the future. However, by investing in analog, breaking the analog legacy



later becomes even more difficult and costly. Using analog the plant will not be ready for

future advancements.

Hybrid instrument protocols combining the 4-20 mA analog signal with slow digital

communication, share the disadvantage of analog. Although hybrid instruments may

have almost the same diagnostics as their pure digital counterparts, this may not be so for

longas thepuredigital devices are permitted to draw more current, which could soon be

used in more powerful devices. Although hybrid instruments provide much the same

information as their pure digital counterparts, hybrid solutions invariably have lowspeed

digital communication which makes the retrieval much slower. Hybrid solutions must

rely on analog for real-time process signal precisely because the digital is too slow. The

slow hybrid solutions mean that these devices don't have features such as firmware

download recently introduced in pure digital devices. Thus analog hybrids cannot benefit

from easy upgrade of improvements in measurement compensation, diagnostics, and

other capability.

2.2 WHAT IS FIELDBUS

Fieldbus is a generic-term which describes a newdigital communications network which

will be used in the industry to replace the existing 4 - 20mA analogue signals [3]. The

network is a digital, bi-directional, multidrop, and serial-bus, communications network

used to link isolated field devices, such as controllers, transducers, actuators and sensors.

Each field device has low cost computing power installed in it, making each device a

'smart' device. Each device will be able to execute simple functions on its own such as

diagnostic, control, and maintenance functions as well as providing bi-directional

communication capabilities. With these devices, not only will the engineer be able to

access the field devices, but they are also able to communicate with other field devices.

In essence fieldbus will replace centralised control networks with distributed-control

networks. Therefore fieldbus is much more than a replacement for the 4 - 20mA

analogue standard. The fieldbus technology promises to improve quality, reduce costs

and boost efficiency.



These promises made by the fieldbus technology are derived partly from the feet that

information which a field device is required to transmit or receive can be transmitted

digitally. This is a great deal more accurate than transmitting using analogue methods.

Each field device is also a 'smart' device and can carry out its own control, maintenance

and diagnostic functions. As a result it can report if there is a failure of the device or

manual calibration is required. This increases the efficiency of the system and reduces

the amount ofmaintenance required.

Each field device will be more flexible as they will have computing power. One fieldbus

device could be used to replace a number of devices using the 4 - 20mA analogue

standard. Othermajorcost savings from usingfieldbus are due to wiring and installation

- the existing 4 - 20mA analoguesignal standard requires each device to have is own set

of wires and its own connection point. Fieldbus eliminates this need so only a single

twisted pair wiring scheme is required.

2.3 ADVANTAGES OF FIELDBUS

The fieldbus has a multitude of advantages that the end users will benefit from. The

major advantage of the fieldbus and the one that is most attractive to the end user is its

reduction in capital costs. The savings attained by the user stem from three main areas,

initial savings, maintenance savings, and savings due to improved systems performance

[6]-

• Initial Savings

One of the main features of the fieldbus is its significant reduction in wiring. Each

process cell requires only one wire to be run to the main cable, with a varying

number of cells available. The cost of installing field equipment in a fieldbus

system is thus significantly reduced. Installation costs are further reduced due to the

fact that the fieldbus is a multi-drop rather than point-to-point system and the

multidrop network can offer a 5:1 reduction in field wiring expense. The price of



equipment is reduced significantly in a fieldbus system, with savings of

approximately RM 200 per field device possible. The fieldbus system requires less

labour to install than conventional bussystems, and saves money due to a reduction

in materials needed for the installation. The simpler system design implies that

fewer system drawings will be needed in order to develop a fieldbus system. This

also has the advantage that the simpler design will result in less complex and faster

bus systems.

• Maintenance Savings

The fact that the fieldbus system is less complex than conventional bus systems

implies that there will be less overall need for maintenance. The simplification of

systems means that the long term reliability of the bus system is increased. With the

fieldbus system, it is possible for the operators to easily see all of the devices

included in the system and to also easily interpret the interaction between the

individual devices. This will make discovering the source of any problems and

carrying out maintenance much simpler, and thus will reduce the overall debugging

time. The debugging and maintenance of the system will also be enhanced due to

the fact that fieldbus enables online diagnostics to be carried out on individual field

devices. The online diagnostics include functions such as open wire detection and

predictive maintenance andsimplify tasks suchas device calibration.

• Improved Systems Performance

Fieldbus allows the user increased flexibihty in the design of the bus system. Some

algorithms and control procedures that with conventional bus systems must be

contained in control programs can now reside in the individual field devices,

reducing the overall size of the main control system. This reduces the overall

systems cost and makes future expansion a simpler prospect. System performance

is enhanced with the use of fieldbus technology due to the simplification of the

collection of information from field devices. Measurement and device values will

be available to all field and control devices in engineering units. This eliminates the

need to convert raw data into the required units and will free the control system for



other more important tasks. The reduction in information complication will allow

the development of better and more effective process control systems. With

fieldbus technology, two-way communication between field devices and the control

system is made possible. System performance is enhanced due to the ability to

communicate directly between two field devices rather than via the control system.

This also enables several related field devices to be combined into one device. With

fieldbus technology, field instruments can be calibrated, initialised, operated and

repaired faster man most conventional analog instrumentation. This leads to an

overall reductionin time required to operatethe fieldbus system.

• Summary ofadvantages

o Reduced need for equipment such as cabinets, cables, etc

o Reduced maintenance due to fewer equipments

o Precision process controldue to its digitalnature

o Unlimited data for record keeping and troubleshooting

o Unlimited documentation

o Early detectionof potential equipment failure

o Eliminates unnecessary replacement of equipment during turnarounds.

o Knowledge increase on the part of the operators and instrumentation

technicians

o Improved closed loop control performance by configuring control in the

field

o Reduced number ofcontrollers by configuring control in the field

o Reduced engineering cost of wiring line diagrams

o Reduced cost of field wiring installation since field instruments identify

themselves and do not need point-to-point ring-out

o Closed loops can be configured with measurements and controllers not in

the same wiring segment or even wired to the same controller by using

Foundation Fieldbus HSE

o Costly DCS controllers canbe replaced with less expensive industrial PCs

when control loopsare configured in field devices



2.4 DISADVANTAGES OF FIELDBUS

Every new technology or new product comes with drawbacks. Foundation Fieldbus is no

different

The primary disadvantage of using Foundation Fieldbus is the higher initial cost of the

field instruments over HART or analog. There is also the initial steep learning curve to

transition from traditional analog with control in a DCS to field control with Foundation

Fieldbus. Field control can dramatically reduce the number of controllers required for a

DCS, but this is difficult to accept for a first installation. Many users are now on their

second to more systems, have experienced the stability of field control, and are now

specifying their DCS with many fewer controllers. Field control is capable of replacing

80 to 90 percent of the controls formerly done in the shared controllers of the DCS. The

reduction in wiring cost and the reduced cost of the DCS far more than compensates for

the higher initial cost ofthe field instruments.

Network reliability: Yes, someone can cut the cable. If an HI segment cable is cut, you

lose one loop of control and a few other measurements on that segment, if you designed

the system for single loop integrity. In most processes, this has been broadly accepted as

a "reliable system." You can also cut an analog cable to a field transmitter, and shut

down one control loop. This is why a redundancy specification was not included for HI

in the fieldbus standard.

Cutting an HSE cable could shut down many control loops, but HSE has an excellent

redundancy specification. Redundant HSE cables should be run on different paths to

avoid a single event from severing more than one path. You can also use alternative

technologies such as copper cable/fiber optics/wireless to gain path diversity with HSE.

10



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

This project aims to build a Foundation Fieldbus test rig which requires extensive
research and detailed designing. The project flow is as follows.

START

RESEARCH WORK

CONTROL LOOP DESIGN

FYP1

FYP2

LABORATORY WORK

NETWORK CONTROL STRATEGY DEVICE

INSTALLTION& COMMISSIONING

SOFTWARE* HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

TROUBLESHOOTING

MAINTENANCES ASSET MANAGEMENT

OPERATION

END

Figure 1 Project work flow
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Every successful project begins with good research. The internet, books, journals and

papers are the most common research tools. Having done the industrial training with

PETRONAS Carigali Sdn. Bhd. The author obtained valuable information on fieldbus

from major vendors such as Emerson, Yokogawa and Honeywell. The research covers

the fundamentals of fieldbus right down to different control strategies and its

implementation. Necessary information on fieldbus instrumentation, its configuration

and commissioning has been obtained.

A suitable control loop using cascade control and PID control has been designed using

various fieldbus transmitters. This design will be implemented on a skid that will be built

inthe 2nd part ofthis project.

Once the Fieldbus test platform has been built, the installation, commissioning and

configuration of the fieldbus devices will commence. Prior to installing any device, it is

necessary to read the manual and understand all precautionary measures. This will avoid

any mishaps during installation. Tests, troubleshooting and maintenance will be carried

out ifnecessary.

3.1 TOOLS & SOFTWARES

All the equipment is available at the Process and Instrumentation Lab, UTP. The

Foundation Fieldbus devices are from the SMAR Foundation Series 302. In total there

are 5 Foundation Fieldbus devices:

• Pressure transmitter

• Control valve with positioner

• Flow transmitter

• Temperature transmitter

• 4-20 mA converter

12



Forthis project, the following tools andsoftware's will be used:

• Host device (PC)

• Fieldbus measurement and control devices

• Power supplies

• Terminators

• Cat5 LAN cable

• Fieldbusbridgesand repeaters (optional)

• Configuration and Windows operating software

3.1.1 HostDevice

Thehostdevice, usually a computer, is the main control centre forthe whole system. It is

here where the management, monitoring, controlling and maintenance of the control

system are carried out. A 2-way connection between the host system and the field

devices enables information to be passedfrom the host to the devicesand vice versa.

3.1.2 Wiring Cable

A Foundation Fieldbus system uses a shielded twisted-pair cable to reduce the

interference from external noise.

3.1.3 Network Switch

The network switch's function is to connect multiple devices together to form a LAN

network. The switch will automatically assign an ip number to the devices connected to

it. This ip number serves as the unique address for that device. If any otherdevice wants

to contact another device, it has to know the ip address of that device, in order to

establish a connection and trade information. The network switch has multiple ports that

allow multiple devices to communicate among themselves simultaneously.

3.1.4 Fieldbus UniversalBridge (DFI-302)

The DFI-302 is a single integrated unit with functions of interfacing, linking device,

bridge, controller, power supply and distributed I/O system. The DFI-302 includes:

13



Series Description Specification

DF01 Rack with 4 slots Backplane

DF02 Terminator End terminator for the last rack

DF50 Power supply for

backplane

Input: 90-264 VAC. Output: 5VDC (backplane

power supply)24VDC (external use)

DF51 DFI-302 processor

module

1 X 10Mbps Ethernetand 4 X fieldbus HI channels

at 32.25Kbps

DF52 Power supply for fieldbus Input: 90-264 VAC. Output 24VDC

DF53 Power supply impedance

for fieldbus (4 ports)

To ensure no short circuit occurs between the power

supply and the communication signal on the

fieldbus.

Table 1 Components ofFF Universal Bridge

3.1.5 Fieldbus Field Devices

The devices used in the fieldbus test rig include:

3.1.5.1 Fieldbus Control Valve with Positioner (FY-302)

The FY-302 produces a pressure output required to position a control valve according to

an input received overthefieldbus network or from the internal controller.

3.1.5.2 Fieldbus Pressure Transmitter (LD-302)

This pressure transmitter can be used as a differential pressure, absolute pressure or

gauge pressure transmitter for flow, level and pressure measurements. It utilizes a

capacitive sensor as the sensing element. These capacitive cells provide high reliability

under strenuous conditions and work well with liquid, gas or vapor process materials.

3.1.5.3 Terminator (BT-302)

A terminator which has two terminals is polarity insensitive. It is needed at both ends of

a fieldbus network segment. Its function is:

14



• To prevent signal reflection: a communication signal bounces back when it

reaches the end of the wire, potentially distorting itself The terminator prevents

this phenomenon.

• Signal current shunt: a device transmits by rapidly changing the current in the

network, either by changing its power consumption or injecting a current The

terminator converts the current change produced by a transmitting device into a

voltage change across the entire network. This is picked up by all the devices as

means of receiving a signal.

3.1.6 System Configurator (SYSCON)

The SYSCON software was developed for the SMARFoundation Fieldbus product line.

A Personal Computer equipped with this software is able to configure, maintain and

operate any SMAR Fieldbus devices through a fieldbus interface. This software also

provides a user-friendly Human Machine Interface that is easy, even for beginners. It

runs native on the Microsoft Windows NT Operating System Version 4.0 or later, or

Windows 2000. Through this software, we are able to gather data from the devices,

manipulate it and send back the necessary instructions.

3.1.7 ICONICSGraphWorX32

This software is an Object Linkingand Embedding (OLE) for Process Control (OPC) for

the HMI and SCADA based clients [7]. OLE is a compound document standard

developed by Microsoft Corporation that enables object created with one application and

then linking or embedding it into another application. OPC is a standard approach for

connecting controllers and I/O devices with HMI clients. Graphical interfaces and

trending graphs can be usedto viewthe data in a moremeaningful way.

Two ICONICS applications will be used in this project; GraphWorX32 and

ControlWorX32. GraphWorX32 is used to create animated graphics for control displays

on the host PC. ControlWorX32 is a control application that controls the plant.

15



CHAPTER 4

SYSTEM DESIGN

Control strategies play a major part in obtaining a good performance form the process.

There are many different types of control strategies. Among them, PID control, Cascade

control and ratio control. Different strategies will produce different results depending on

the desired outcome. Based on the skid setup and the desired output, cascade control is

the best control strategy.

4.1 PID CONTROL

PID controllers are process controllers with the following characteristics:

• Continuous process control

• Analog input (also known as "measurement" or "Process Variable" or 'TV")

• Analog output (referred to simply as "output")

• Setpoint (SP)

• Proportional (P), Integral (I), and / or Derivative (D) constants

Examples of "continuous process control" are temperature, pressure, flow, and level

control. For example, controlling the heating of a tank. For a simple control, there will

be two temperature limit sensors (one low and one high). When the low temperature limit

sensor is triggered, the heater will be turned on. And when the high temperature limit

sensor is triggered, the heater will be turned off. This is very much similar to the

operation ofa basic home air conditioning system or a thermostat.

In contrast, a PID controller would receive as input, the actual temperature and control a

valve that regulates the flow of gas to the heater. The PID controllerautomatically finds

16



the correct (constant) flow ofgas to the heater that keeps the temperature steady at the set

point. Instead of the temperature bouncing back and forth between two points, the

temperature is held steady. If the set point is lowered, then the PID controller

automatically reduces the amount of gas flowing to the heater. If the set point is raised,

then the PID controller automatically increases the amount of gas flowing to the heater.

Likewise the PID controller would automatically compensate for hot, sunny days (when

it is hotter outside the heater) and for cold, cloudy days.

The analog input (measurement) is called the "process variable" or "PV". The PV has to

be a highly accurate indication of the process parameter that is being controlled. For

example, if the temperature is to be maintained at + or - one degree then it is typical to

strive for at least ten times that or one-tenth of a degree. If the analog input is a 12 bit

analog input and the temperature range for the sensor is 0 to 400 degrees then the

"theoretical" accuracy is calculated to be 400 degrees divided by 4,096 (12 bits) =

0.09765625 degrees. "Theoretical" means that it would assume there was no noise and

error in the temperature sensor, wiring, and analog converter (basically an ideal

scenario). There are other assumptions such as linearity, where with 1/10 of a degree

"theoretical" accuracy, achieving 1 degree of accuracy shouldn't pose a problem even

with the usual amount of noise and other problems.

The analog output is often simply referred to as "output". Often this is given as 0 to 100

percent. In the heating example, 0% means that the valve is totally closed and 100%

means that the valve is totally open. The set point (SP) is simply the desired process

value. In this example, the set point is the process temperature that we want.

The PID controller's job is to maintain the output at a level so that there is no difference

(error) between the process variable (PV) and the set point (SP) [4].
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SETPOINT
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PROCESS

VARIABLE
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P, I, & D
CONSTANTS

PID

CONTROL

ALGORITHM

OUTPUT

Figure 2 PID control

Referringto figure 2, the valve could be controlling the gas goingto a heater, the chilling

of a cooler, the pressure in a pipe, the flow through a pipe, the level in a tank, or any

other process control system.

PID controllers look at the difference (or "error") between the PV and the SP. It looks at

the absolute error and the rate of change of error. Absolute error indicates the total

amount of error between the PV and SP. Rate ofchange oferror indicates whether or not

the error is getting larger or smaller with time.

When there is a "disturbance", meaning, when the process variable OR the set point

quickly changes, the PID controllerhas to quickly change the output to get the process

variable back equal to the set point. For example, a walk-in cooler with a PID controller;

when someone opens the door andwalks in,the temperature (process variable) could rise

very quickly. Therefore the PID controller has to increase the cooling (output) to

compensate for this rise in temperature.
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Once the PID controller has the process variable equal to the set point, a good PID

controller will notvary the output. Theoutput needs to be very steady (not changing). If

the valve (motor or other control element) is constantly changing, instead of maintaining

a constant value, this would result in wear on the control element.

Therefore there are these two contradictory goals. Fast response (fast change in output)

when there is a "disturbance", but slow response (steady output) when the PV is close to

the set point.

Note that the output often goes past (over shoots) the steady-state output to get the

process backto the set point. For example, a cooler maynormally have it's cooling valve

open 34% to maintain zero degrees (after the cooler has been closed up and the

temperature settled down). If someone opens the cooler, walks in, walks around to find

something, then walks back out, and then closes the cooler door, the temperature sensor

indicates that the temperature has risen by 20 degrees. So the PID controller will crank

the cooling valve open to 50, 75, or even 100 percent, to hurry up and cool the cooler

back down, before slowly closing the cooling valve back down to 34 percent.

4.2 CASCADE CONTROL

Cascade Control uses the output of the primarycontroller to manipulate the set point of

the secondary controlleras if it were the final controlelement.

Reasons for cascade control:

• Allow faster secondary controller to handle disturbances in the secondary loop.

• Allow secondary controller to handle non-linear valve and other final control

element problems.

• Allow operator to directly control secondary loop during certain modes of

operation (such as startup)

Requirements for cascade control:
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• Secondary loop process dynamics must be at least four times as fast as primary

loop processdynamics.

• Secondary loopmusthave influence overthe primary loop.

• Secondary loop must be measured and controllable

Reasons not to use cascade:

• Costof measurement of secondary variable (assuming it is not measured for other

reasons).

• Additional complexity.

Example ofcascade control:

Steam

Valve

Process Fluid

Steam

p*h
t£2A

Flow Controller

(secondary)

4

Shell and Tube Heat

Exchanger

7^s\ Temperature
^of; Controller
HjT (primary)

Temperature
101 ^ Measurement

Figure 3 Cascade control

The diagram above shows the control of the heat exchanger outlet temperature using

steam flow as the secondary loop.
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In most applications, the control loop is not functioning as a cascade loop all the time.

The operator (in the case of batch control, the batch control program) has the ability to

change modes. Following is the typical selection of modes of operation available for a

cascade control loop. Manual and Auto are usually used during startup while cascade is

used for normal operation.
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A) Manual Mode
Ste m

Steam

Valve

Process Fluid

B) Auto Mode
Ste m

Steam

Valve

Process Fluid

C) Cascade Mode
Ste m

Steam

Valve

Process Fluid

Flow Controller

(secondary}

Shell and Tube Heat

Exchanger

Shell and Tube Heat

Exchanger

Flow Controller

(secondary)

Shell and Tube Heat

Exchanger

Figure 4 Cascade control modes

Tfj^N] Temperature
3oT; Controller

(primary)

itN Temperature
101 / Measurement

Tfi^N] Temperature
Controller

(primary')

^f\ Temperature
101 ) Measurement

f
Temperature
Controller

(primary}

'tt"\ Temperature
1G1 / Measurement
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Tracking or 'bump less transfer' refers to the smooth transition when switching between

modes. This is to ensure that there is no sudden change when switching. In manual mode,

the set point of the flow controller tracks the actual flow variable. In auto mode, the

output of the temperature controller tracks the setpoint of the flow controller. In cascade

mode, the temperature controller manipulates the setpoint ofthe flow controller.

There is also a scenario called windup. If the secondary controller cannot deliver enough

flow, even with its valve is wide open, to bring the primary measured variable to its set

point, the primary controller will "windup" and continue to increase the flow set point

above the maximum flow. Later, when the flow is sufficient to bring the primary

measurement to its set point, the primary controller must take the time to "wind down"

the secondary set point to the actual flow before the valve begins to close. To overcome

this phenomenon, an external feedback is used to limit the windup by connecting the

secondary measurement to the external feedback of the primary, as in the diagram below.

Steam

Valve

Process Fluid

Steam

Flow Controller

.(secondary)

Shell and Tube Heat
Exchanger

Figure 5 Overcome windup in cascade control

I External
j Feedback

-!£- Temperature
W^J Controller

y (primary)

Temperature
101 ^ Measurement
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4.3 RATIO CONTROL

Ratio control is used to ensure that two or more flows are kept at the same ratio even if

the flows are changing.

Applications ofratio control:

• Blending two or more flows to produce a mixture with specified composition.

• Blending two or more flows to produce a mixture with specified physical

properties.

• Maintaining correct air and fuel mixture to combustion.

Example ofRatio control:

Wild Flow

Controlled Flow

PTT^

i^A

Remote

Set Point

ixed Flow

Figure 6 Ratio control

The controlled flow (FIC-102) is increased and decreased to keep it at the correct ratio

with the wild flow. The "wild flow" (FT-101) is the flow not controlled by this loop. It

may be controlled by some other control loop. The "controlled flow" is controlled by this

loop with a set point equal to the measured wild flow multiplied by some value (FF-102).
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The measured wild flow is multiplied by a valuethat may be fixed or may be adjustable

by the operator. The result of the multiplication becomes the setpoint of the controlled

flow controller [5].

The options, such as tracking, that apply to cascade control also apply to ratio control.

The controlled flow controller is a "secondary loop" in a cascade pair with the wild flow

measurement and ratio multiplication.

4.4 SKID DESIGN

CONTROL
VALVE

©

\/

OPEN
TANK

HART or
CONVENTIONAL

CONTROL
VALVE

$&}•

FOUNDATION
FELOBUS

Figure 7 Fieldbus test platform design

NT* HAND
ZT VALVE
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4.5 FIREWATER PUMP SYSTEM

The design of this skid was influenced by the safety system of a plant. On every plant,

there is a fire water pump system. Fire water is used to put out fires in a plant complex.

The fire water safety system consists of pumps, water tanks, valves, transmitters, pipes as

well as a control station. The fire water pipes run across the whole complex, coveringall

areas while forming a closed loop. These pipes are constantly filled with water at a

certain pressure. The pressure is maintained by 2 pumps. Therefore the fire water pump

systemhas the task of maintaining the amountof water in the pipes and its pressure.

Two conditions would trigger the fire waterpump system; a drop in pressure in the pipes

and an increase in the water discharge flow rate. These two conditions point towards a

leakage or a burst pipe. This is how the system works:

If there is a leakage in the pipes, the pressure drop will be sensed by the pressure sensors

placed around the pipes. If the pressure drops below the minimum allowable value,

another pump will be triggered. This pump will try to boost up the pressure to a safe

value until the problem is resolved. If for any reason, the problem is not resolved, the

leak can turn into a crack and water can discharge. If the water discharge flow rate is

greaterthan the allowable value, another pump is triggered. This pump will try equal the

water discharge flow rate by increasing the water input flow rate, so that the difference

between the two flows is minimal (or zero).

This project adopts the pressuredrop scenario. Referring to figure 7, vessel 2 is a closed

vessel. When it is filled with water, to about 80% full, there will be a certain pressure in

the vessel. This pressure reading is picked up by the foundation fieldbus pressure

transmitter. The hand valve positioned at the bottom of vessel 2 is used to simulate a

leakage. When the hand valve is opened a little (leakage occurs), pressure inside the

vessel will drop. This will trigger the pump to pump in more water into the vessel to

increase the pressure to its desired set point.

To slightly expand the reach of the project a little, the open tank is setup with

conventional 4-20 mA devices and the closed tank is setup with Foundation Fieldbus
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devices. This enables us to make a comparison between Foundation Fieldbus and 4-20

mA devices.

4.6 FOUNDATION FIELDBUS vs. 4-20 mA

Foundation Fieldbus 4-20 mA

Physical Similar with other devices Similar with other devices

Attributes

(of devices)

Internal Low powermicroprocessor to perform Only A/D and D/A

Components simple calculations, control, and converters to convert signal

provide diagnostics from digital to analogue and

vice versa

Installation of Similar with other devices Similar with other devices

Devices

Connection of Digital, multidrop, serial bus, 2-way Analogue, point-to-point, 1-

Devices communication link way communication link

Information Wealth of information ranging from Only provides process value

from Devices device manufacturer and firmware

version to a 2nd process variable and

alarm and trending support.

information.

Expansion of Easily expandable with repeaters and Expansion will require a

System Foundation Fieldbus terminators. whole new change in wiring,

that involves a lot cost

Table 2 Comparison between FF and Analogue
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 CONCLUSION

Foundation fieldbus is an all-digital, serial, two-way communications system that serves

as the base-level network in a plant or foctory automation environment. It's targeted for

applications using basic and advanced regulatory control, and for much of the discrete

control associated with those functions. Fieldbus technology is already changing the way

systems perform control. It won't be long before it is widely used in advanced process

control. Some users have opted to setup pilot fieldbus units, whereas others have gone

for a full scale fieldbus plant. It has been stipulated that the fieldbus technology has

gained credibility over the DCS system in terms of hardware installation and

commissioning, communication speed, data quantity and quality, maintenance and device

interoperability.

The study and implementation of a fieldbus network through designing and building a

test skid is an intriguing prospect. Only through a project like this are we able to truly see

the benefits of fieldbus technology in improving the performances of plant process

control.

5.2 FUTURE WORK

After a careful consideration of the options, this project can be expanded in 2 different

directions. The 1st would be to implement Foundation Fieldbus in a much larger scale,

involving at least10FF devices. Only by implementing FF in a largescale, can we really
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see the advantages and the benefits. The 2nd option would be to conduct an

interoperability test. As many vendors have come up with FF devices and their own

control system, end users want these various devices to work with each other. An

interoperability test would determine whether a vendor A device would work with a

vendorB control systemas easilyand as efficiently as would a vendorB device.
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TALLATION

BT302 - Instructions and Installation Manual

The BT302 device may be panel mounted or installed in distribution boxes. In order to fix itwith screws,
the product is supplied with a label (drilling template) showing the markings of the holes. Figure 1
shows the hook-up scheme using the drilling template, and Figure 2 and Figure 5 shows the field
installation in a distribution box.

PANEL MOUNTING

Fig. 1 - FIELDBUS FOUNDATION - BT302 - Mounting

A fieldbus network needs two terminators, one in each end of the main trunk, Therefore, if a terminator
is already built in to the Fieldbus power supply or power supply impedance, such as SMAR PSI302,
only one BT302 is required as Figure 3 indicatesor whenthe field devicesare connected to DP/PA link
or coupler devices as you can see in the Figure 4.

Fig. 2 - FIELDBUS FOUNDATION - Tree Topology

<TJRMINATOR>

Fig. 3 - FIELDBUS FOUNDATION - Bus Topology
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Fig. 4 - PROFIBUS PA - Bus Topology

PLC

PROFIBUS DP TRUNK <IERM1NAT0R>

PROFIBUS PA

DP/PA LINK

COUPLER

SPUR

Fig. 5 - PROFIBUS PA - Tree Topology

terminator;



BT302 - Instructions and Installation Manual

MNICAL DATA

Electrical Characteristics:

Maximum Operational Voltage: 35 Vdc
Input Impedance: 100 QV2%@ 7.8 KHz - 39kHz

Mechanical Characteristics:

Size (W H D H H): 19 H 23 H 40 mm
Weight: 20g

Environmental Characteristics:

Operation: Tamb. -40E C to 75E C @ RH 10% to 95%, without condensation
Storage: TAMB. -55E C to 85E C @ RH 5% to 95%, without condensation

Safely Characteristics:
Intrinsic Safety: FM, CSA, NEMKOand CEPEL

BT302 Terminator
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I ~ User's Manual

PS302-1
PSI302 BT302

1 2 15

PSI302 1T3GS

PS30 PSI302 JT3Q2

1 2 is

PSI302

! 2 IS

PSI302 Brao2

Fig. 1 - Connection Diagram of Fieldbus Elements to PS302-1

ZTRICAL CONNECTIONS

There are 3 terminals of input (7B, 6B and 5B) in the PS302-1, may be connected
NEUTRAL/PHASE or PHASE/PHASE and the enclosure ground, 2 terminals ( 3B and 4B)
are connected to a contact to activate an alarm in case of power failure and output short-
circuit or overcurrent and 2 terminals of output 24 Vdc (1B e 2B).

smar

Fig. 2 - TerminalBlocks
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VTENANCE

PS302 - User's Manual

It can be fixed, the PS302-1 through the rack or for the auxiliarysupport (optional) (Fig. 3)
with the device:

UNHA DE DOSHA

a -

FUBO REDUXADO PMM

rosea M5X8,5 en

£1

CHAPA DE5EWOLWDA

Fig. 3 - Dimensional Drawing of Auxiliary Support

To fixing the PS302-1 through the rack:
1- To fix the rack in DIN rail or directly by means of screws;
2- It fits for PS302-1 in the rack.

To fixing the PS302-1 through the auxiliary support:
3- To fix the supplied suports directly by means of screws;
4- It fits for PS302-1 in the auxiliary support.

Table 1, indicates some problems wich might occur:

Power supply unit
on and FAIL red

led on

Power supply unit
on and ON green
led out

• Short circuited output

• Output overcurrent

• Input voltage <90 or <127 Vdc

• Fuse FUl burnt, probably due to
input overvoltage (voltage >
260 Vac or > 367 Vdc)*

• Check output connections

• Check if the current is below 1.5A

• Input voltage must be in accordance with
the specifications

Replace the FUl fuse for a spare one

Note: *Overcurrents or short-circuits in the PS302-1, output willnot bum the internal fuse FU1.

Tab. 1 - Possible cause and solution of PS302-1 problems
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1NICAL DATA

i

i

AC 90 to 260 Vac at 47 to 440 Hz

Maximum consumption 45 Watts

DC 127 to 367 Vdc.

JUg;

Voltage

24 Vdc ±1% for:

load varying form 0 to full load,
voltage between 90 and 260 Vac.

Current 0 a 1.5 A

Ripple 20 mv peak to peak

1 A, 30 Vdc SPST, Fail dossed

Between output and enclosure ground

SSii
500 VRms

Between input and output 3000 VRMS

W$fSrWf&:

40 mm x 142 mm x 126 mmSize

Weight 700 g .
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.' 1

i

11.3 i
Aliow 150mm minimum for local
zero and span adjustment
magnetic tool

„_J

t rf

-ffl—-te-

w

, Terminal
Connections

Electrical »^ .-4_-^fr'' ' "^
Connection j k-f -

•^iJ '

MountirjflBracket

• ^ L_lei!_J—

Installation

t ?

#ia...... 4-n

f rk+* h -h H[# f- - -#+•
._! J. v i >_!. i *^ I :

i
I T

LiJrw1"^/^:

Drain for Vent''

1/4 -18 NFT

^.yy^pjQra__/
1/2-14 NFT

With Adapters

RANGE

DIMENSIONS

X 7

mm in mm In mm in

F1-F2-F3 43.5 1.71 54.0 2.16 68.0 2.68

F4 44.5 1.75 S6.0 2.20 70.0 2.76

F5 45.0 1.77 57.2 2.25 70.6 2.78

F6 45.5 1.79 57 0 2.27 716 2.82

1/4-18 NFT
Without Adapters

Drain for Vent '—

Allow 150mm minimum lor local
zero and span adjustment
magnetic tool

L._.

fit *g f—im
r=*V

P|-T--"1-
1/2-14NPT /|9£t--W'"''"1UU

i':j.95;

DN class A B C D E F G X

2°

150 152.4 120.7 22 1.6 19.1 91.9 48 4

300 165.1 127 22.8 1.6 19.1 91.9 48 8

600 16S.1 127 32.3 6.4 19.1 91.9 48 8

3"

150 190.5 152.4 24.4 1.6 19.1 127 73 A

300 209.5 168.1 29 1.6 22.2 127 73 8

600 209.5 168.1 38.7 6.4 22.2 127 73 8

4"

150 228.6 i 190.5 24.4 1.6 19.1 158 96 8

300 254 200 32.2 1.6 22.3 158 96 8

600 273 215,9 45 6.4 25.4 15S 96 8

DN PN A
WB3&B&8

E F ' G X8 C D

50 10/40 165 125 20 3 18 102 48 4

80 10/40 200 160 24 3 18 138 73 6

100
10/16 220 180 20 3 18 158 96 8

25/40 235 190 24 3 22 162 96 8

Figure1.1 - DimensionalDrawing and Mounting Position forLD302

V.Adafiter

1-3
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AS

&

PANEL MOUNTING

(See section 5 - spare parts list
for mounting backets available)

Figure 1.2 - Dimensional Drawing and Mounting Position for LD302

LIQUID STEAM

Figure 1.3- Position of the Transmitter and Taps

Except for dry gases, all impulse lines should slope at the ratio 1:10, in order to
avoid trapping bubbles in the case of liquids,or condensation from steam or
wet gases.
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ction 2

Operation
The LD302 Series Pressure Transmitters use capacitive sensors (capacitive cells) as pressure
sensing elements, as shown in Figure 2.1 - Capacitive Cell. This is exactly the same sensor as the
LD301 series uses, the sensor modules are therefore interchangeable.

SENSOR DIAPHRAGM
•* POSITION, WHEN

P1 = P2

— SENSOR DIAPHRAGM

P2

FIXED PLATES OF THE
<g—. CAPACITORS HIGH

AND LOW

Figure 2.1 - Capacitive Cell

ctional Description - Sensor

Where,
Pi and P2 are the pressures and P1SP2
CH = Capacitance between the fixed plate on Pi side and the sensing diaphragm.
CL = Capacitance between the fixed plate on the P2 side and the sensing diaphragm.
d = Distance between CH and CL fixed plates.
Ad = Sensing diaphragm's deflection due to the differential pressure AP = Pi - P2.

Knowingthat the capacitance of a capacitor with flat, parallel plates may be
expressed as a function of plate area (A) and distance (d) between the plates:

c
exA

d
Where,
s ~ Dielectric constant of the medium between the capacitor's plates.

CH
£ xA

and
e xA

(f*/2)+Ad -Ad
CL

However, should CH and CL be considered as capacitances of flat and parallel plates with identical
areas, then:
However, should the differential pressure (AP) applied to the capacitive cell not deflect the sensing
diaphragm beyond d/4, it is possible to assume AP as proportional to Ad, that is:

A/>ocAd

Bydeveloping the expression (CL- CH)/(CL + CH), it follows that
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CL-CH _2Ad
CL + CH~ d

As the distance (d) between the fixed plates CH and CL is constant. It is possible to conclude that
the expression (CL - CH)/(CL + CH) is proportional to Ad and, therefore, to the differential pressure
to be measured.

Thus it is possible to conclude that the capacitive cell is a pressure sensor formed by two capacitors
whose capacitance vary according to the applied differential pressure.

ctionai Description - Electronics

Refer to the block diagram Figure 2.2 - LD302 Block Diagram Hardware.
The function of each block is described below.

SENSOR ASSEMBLY

s

ivk
OSCILATOR

kV
I I
•$t L

POWER
SUPPLY ^-H ISOLATION

| {^> } TEMPERATURE i

EEPROM

MAIN CIRCUIT BOARD

!«Ki«jS,KiT&?.i»W4'«:?.*^^^^^^

DISPLAY BOARD

I DISPLAY.
CONTROLLER

Figure 2.2 - LD302 Block Diagram Hardware

Oscillator

This oscillator generates a frequency as a function of sensor capacitance.

Signal Isolator
The control signals from the CPU and the signal from the oscillator are isolated to avoid ground
loops.

Central Processing Unit (CPU), RAM, FLASH and EEPROM
The CPU is the intelligent portion of the transmitter, being responsible for the management and
operation of measurement, block execution, self-diagnostics and communication. The program is
stored in a FLASH memory for easy upgrade and saving data on power-down event occurrence. For
temporary storage: of data there is a RAM. The data in the RAM is lost ifthe power is switched off,
however the main Aboard has a nonvolatile EEPROM memory where the static data configured that
must be retained; is stored. Examples of such data are the following: calibration, links and
identification data.

Sensor EEPROM

Another EEPROM is located within the sensor assembly. It contains data pertaining to the sensor's
characteristics at •different pressures and temperatures. This characterization is done for each
sensor at the factory. It also contains the factory settings; they are useful in case of main board
replacement,when its does an automatic upload of data fromthe sensor board to main board.



Bction 3

Configuration
One of the many advantages of Fieldbus is that device configuration is independent of the
configurator. The LD302 may be configured by a third party terminal or operator console. Any
particular configurator is therefore not addressed here.

This section describes the characteristics of the blocks in the LD302. They follow the Fieldbus
specifications, but in terms of transducer blocks, the input transducer block and display, they have
some special features on top of this.

ansducer Block

Transducer block insulates function block from the specific I/O hardware, such as sensors,
actuators. Transducer block controls access to I/O through manufacturer specific implementation.
This permits the transducer block to execute as frequently as necessary to obtain good data from
sensors without burdening the function blocks that use the data. It also insulates the function block
from the manufacturer specific characteristics of certain hardware.

Byaccessing the hardware, the transducer blockcan get data from I/O or passing control data to it.
The connection between Transducer block and Function block is called channel. These blocks can
exchange data from its interface.

Normally, transducer blocks perform functions, such as linearization, characterization, temperature
compensation, control and exchange data to hardware.

)w to Configure a Transducer Block

Each time when you select a field device on SYSCON by instantiating on the Operation menu,
automatically you instantiate one transducer block and it appears on screen.

The icon indicates that one transducer block has been created and by clicking twice on the icon, you
can access it,

The transducer block has an algorithm, a set of contained parameters and a channel connecting it to
a function block.

The algorithm describes the behavior of the transducer as a data transfer function between the I/O
hardware and other function block. The set of contained parameters, it means, you are not able to
link them to other blocks and publish the link via communication, defines the user interface to the
transducer block. They can be divided into Standard and Manufacturer Specific.

The standard parameters will be present for such class of device, as pressure, temperature,
actuator, etc., whatever is the manufacturer. Oppositely, the manufacturers specific ones are
defined only for its manufacturer. As common manufacturer specific parameters, we have calibration
settings, material information, linearization curve, etc.

When you perform a standard routine as a calibration, you are conducted step by step by a method.
The method is generally defined as guide line to help the user to make common tasks. The
SYSCON identifies each method associated to the parameters and enables the interface to it.
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ie device was
stantiated as

)302

are, you can see all
scks instantiated.

The SYSCONconfigurationsoftware can configure many parameters of the Input Transducer block.

Pt Syscon - Id - [Fieldbus! ]

£j PiO[ed Fife Edil SoTimuDcation Wn

-am A .!:• U,-| :J|
&% Reldbusl { Upstiggni Pgit t Maao Cycle 190 ms }
'+- ':&a SSnBSMS33B
£-•$ LD3D2F-3G05ILD3D2}

; !&! VFD1
S-ffl VFD2

*\^ $ •0, AI_BLK{ Analog Input}
a Et RE5JLK{ Resource Block}'
ffl~£t TRD^BlMTransducer)
&•-•©, DSP_BLK{ Display}

As you can see the
Transducer and Display
are treated as special type
of Function Blocks, called
Transducer Blocks.

Figure 3.1 - Function and Transducers Blocks

wer and Upper Trim

Each sensor has a characteristic curve that establishes a relation between the applied pressure and
the sensor signal. This curve is determined for each sensor and it is stored in a memory together
with the sensor. When the sensor is connected to the transmitter circuit, the content of its memory is
made available to the microprocessor.

Sometimes the value on the transmitter display and transducer block reading may not match the
applied pressure.
The reasons may be:

• The transmitter mounting position.
• The user's pressure standard differs from the factory standard.
• The transmitter had its original characterization shifted by over pressurization, over heating or

by long term drift

The TRIM is used to match the reading with the applied pressure.
There are three types of trim available:

Lower Trim: It is used to trim the reading at the lower range. The operator informs the LD302 the
correct reading for the applied pressure. The most common discrepancy is the lower reading.

Upper Trim: It is used to trim the reading at the upper range. The operator informs the correct
reading to LD302 fertile applied pressure.

Forbest accuracy, trim should be done at the operating range. The Figure 3.2 - LD302 SYSCON -
Transducer Configuration Screen, Figure 3.3 - LD302 SYSCON - Transducer Configuration Screen
and Figure 3.4 - LD302 SYSCON - Transducer Configuration Scren below showthe trim adjustment
operation into SYSCON.
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Via SYSCON

It is possible to calibrate the transmitter by means of parameters CAL_POINT_LO and
CAL_POINT_Hl.
First of all, a convenient engineering unit should be chosen before starting the calibration. This
engineering unit is configured by CAL_UNIT parameter. After its configuration the parameters
related to calibration will be converted to this unit.

On Line: LD302 F-3605 - Transducer - TRD BLK
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• CAL POINT LO
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SENSOR TYPE
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SENSOR CAL METHOD
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After the
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Figure 3.2 - LD302 SYSCON - Transducer Configuration Screen

The following engineering unit's codes are defined for pressure according to Foundation Fieldbus3
standard:

1 a ll

1148
—'-"-•-•---•-

lnH20 a 68°F

InHg a 0°C 1156

ftH20 a 68°F 1154

mmH20 a 68°F 1151

MmHg a 0°C 1158

Psi 1141

Bar 1137

Mbar 1138

g/cm2 1144

k/cm2 1145

Pa 1130

Kpa 1133

Torr 1139

Atm 1140

Mpa 1132

inH20 a 4°C 1147

mmH20 a 4QC 1150

3-3
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CALJJNIT allows the user to select different unitsforcalibration purposes than the unitsdefined by
SENSOR_RANGE. The SENSOR_RANGE parameter defines the maximum and minimum values
the sensor is capable of indicating, the engineeringunits used, and the decimal point.

Lets take the lower value as an example:
Apply to the input zero or the pressure lower value inan engineering unit, this being the same used
in parameter CAL_UNIT, and waituntil the readoutofparameterPRIMARY_VALUE stabilizes.

Write zero or the lowervalue in parameter CAL_POINTJ.O. For each value written a calibration is
performed at the desired point.

On Line: LD302 F-3B05 Transducer - TRD BLK
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u
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Factor standard calforalion

DateTime is not implemented

Figure 3.3 - LD302 SYSCON • Transducer Configuration Screen

For its case,
a sensor

range 2 is
used: The
URL is 5080

mmH20 or

200 inH20.

Let's take the upper value as an example:
Apply to the input as the upper value a pressure of 5,000mmH2O and wait until the readout of
parameter PRIMARY_VALUE stabilizes. Then, write the upper value as, for example, 5,000mmH2O
in parameterCAL_POINT_HI. Foreach valuewritten a calibration is performed at the desired point.
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Figure 3A - LD302 SYSCON - Transducer Configuration Screen
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It is recommendable that a convenient engineering unit be
chosen by means of parameter XD_SCALE of the Analog Input
Block, considering that the range limits of the sensor must be
respected, these being 100% and 0%.

It is also recommendable, for every new calibration, to save
existing trim data in parameters CAL_POINTJ.O_BACKUP and
CAL POINT HI_BACKUP, by means of parameter
BACKUP_RESTORE, using option LAST_TRIM_BACKUP.

3 Local Adjustment

Configuration

In order to enterthe local adjustment mode, place the magnetictool in office "Z" until flag "MD" lights
up inthe display. Remove the magnetic tool from "Z" and place it inorifice "S". Remove and reinsert
the magnetic tool in US" until the message "LOC ADJ" is displayed. The message will be displayed
during approximately 5 seconds after the user removes the magnetic tool from "S". Lefs take the
upper value as an example:

Applyto the input a pressure of 5,0G0mmH2O.
Wait until the pressure of readout of parameter P_VAL (PRIMARYJ/ALUE) stabilizes and then
actuates parameter UPPER until it reads 5,000.

Trim mode exit via local adjustment occurs automatically should
the magnetic tool not be used during approximately 16 seconds.

Keep in that even when parameters LOWER or UPPER already
present the desired value, they must be actuated so that
calibration is performed.

Limit Conditions for Calibration:

Forevery writing operation in the transducer blocksthere is an indication for the operationassociate
with the waiting method. These codes appear in parameter XD_ERROR. Every time a calibration is
performed. Code0, forexample, indicates a successfully performed operation.

Upper:
SENSOR_RANGE_EUO < NEWJJPPER < SENSOR_RANGE_EU100 *1.25
Otherwise, XD_ERROR = 26.
(NEWJJPPER - PRIMARY_VALUE) < SENSOR_RANGE_EU100 *0.1
Otherwise, XD_ERROR - 27.
(NEWJJPPER - CAL_POINT_LO) >CAL_MIN_SPAN *0,75
Otherwise, XD ERROR = 26.

Codes for XD_ERROR:
16: Default Value Set

22: Out of Range.
26: Invalid Calibration Request.
27: Excessive Correction.

iaracterization Trim

It is used to correct the sensor reading in several points.

Use an accurate and stable pressure source, preferably a dead-weight tester, to guarantee the
accuracy must be at least three times better than the transmitteraccuracy. Wait for the pressure to
stabilize before performing trim.

The sensor characteristic curve at a certain temperature and for certain ranges may be slightly
nonlinear. This eventual non-linearity may be corrected through the Characterization Trim.
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This parameter
identifies the
number of

valid points.

The user may characterize the transmitter throughout the operating range, obtaining even better
accuracy.

The characterization is determined from two up to five points. Just apply the pressure and tell the
transmitter the pressure that is being applied.

The characterization trim changes the transmitter
characteristics.

Read the instructions carefully and certify that a pressure
standard with accuracy 0.03% or better is being used,
otherwise the transmitter accuracy will be seriously affected.

Characterize a minimum of two points. These points will define the characterization curve. The
maximum number of pointe is five. It is recommended to select the points equally distributed over
the desired range or over a part of the range where more accuracy is required.

The Figure 3.5 - The Characterization Curve Configuration shows the window of SYSCON to
characterize a new curve. Notethat CURVE_X indicates the applied pressure accordingto standard
pressure source and CURVEX_Y indicates measured pressure value to LD302.

The number of points is configured in parameter CURVE_LENGTH, being in the maximum 5 points.
The entry pointswill be configured in the CURVE_X and of output inttie CURVEJV.

The Parameter CURVE_BYPASSJ_D controls the enabling/disabling of the curve and has the
following options:

* "Enable and Restore Cal",

♦ "Enable and Backup Cal",
• "Disable and Restore Cal",

• "Disable or Allows to enter the points"

To configure the points of the curve, tie option "Disable or Allows to enter the points " must be
choosen.Apply tie desired pressure and waitthat the same one stabilizes. Whenstabilizing to read
the pressure normalized through parameter PRESS_NORMAL and then to write in CURVE_X and
CURVE_Y, the normalized pressure and the applied pressure, respectively. Finally is necessary to
write in ttie CURVEJ.ENGTH parameter, the number of configured points, from 2 to 5 pointe. In
case you do not desire to qualify the curve, please, choose the option " Disable and Restore Cal".
For enablingand save the calibration settings, please, choose "Enable and BackupCal".
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Figure3.5 - The Characterization Curve Configuration
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results.
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Figure 3.6 - The Characterization Curve Configuration

Configuration

By the list box
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The main information about the transmitter can be accessed selecting the Transducer block icon
option as shown on the Figure 3.10 - Creating Transducers and Function Blocks. The sensor
information will be displayed as shown below.
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Figure 3.7 - Transducer Block - Sensor Information

The appropriate
calibration unit can

be choosen by
selecting the
Engineering Units
available for each
type of Transducer
Block

Onlyapplication dependent options defined by combo boxes can be changed. {E.g. Flange Type, O'
Ring Material, etc.) And tie others are only factory configured (e.g. Sensor Isolating Diaphragm,
Sensor Fluid, etc.).

tmperature Trim

Write in parameter TEMPERATUREJTRIM any value in the range -40°Cto +85°C. After that, check
the calibration performance using parameter SECONDARY_ VALUE.

3-7
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Figure 3.8 - The Temperature Trim Configuration

Normally,
its

operation is
done by a
method in
the factory.

tnsorData Reading

Alltime that transmitter LD302 is on, is verified if the serial number of the sensor in the sensor board
is the same that the recorded serial number in E2PROM in the main board. When these numbers
are different (a swap of sensor set or main board was carried through) the data stored in the
E2PROM of sensor board is copied to the E2PROM of the main board.

Through the parameter BACKUP_RESTORE, also this reading can be made, choosing the option
"SENSOR_DATA_RESTORE". The operation, in this case, is made independent of the sensor
serial number. Through the option "SENSOR_DATA_BACKUP", the sensor data stored in the main
board Eeprom memory can be saved in the E2PROM of tie sensor board. (This operation is done
at factory).

Through this parameter, we can recover default data from factory about sensor and last saved
calibrationsettings, as well as making the rescue of calibrations. We have the following options:

Factory Cal Restore:
Last Cal Restore:

Default Data Restore:

Sensor Data Restore:

Factory Cal Backup:
Last Cal Backup:
Sensor Data Backup:

None:

Recover last calibration settings made at factory;
Recover last calibration settings made by user and saved as backup;
Restore all data as default;
Restore sensor data saved in the sensor board and copy them to
main board Eeprom memory.
Copy the actual calibration settings to the factory ones;
Copy the actual calibration settings to the backup ones;
Copy the sensor data at main board Eeprom memory to the Eeprom
memory located at the sensor board;
Default value, no action is done.
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Figure 3.9 - Transducer Block - Backup/Restore
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ansducer Display- Configuration

Using the SYSCON is possible to configure the Display Transducer block. As the name described it
is a transducer due the interfacing of its block with the LCD hardware.

The Transducer Display is treated as a normal block by SYSCON. It means, this block has some
parameters and those ones can be configured according to customer's needs. (See the Figure 3.10
- Creating Transducers and Function Blocks.

The customer can choose the parameters to be shown at LCD display, they can be parameters just
for monitoring purpose or for acting locally in the field devices by using a magnetic tool.

3-9
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Figure 3.10 - Creating Transducers and Function Blocks

splay Transducer Block

The local adjustment is completely configured by SYSCON. It means, the user can select the best
options to fit his application. From factory, it is configured with the options to set the Upper and
Lower trim, for monitoring the input transducer output and check the Tag. Normally, the transmitter
is much better configured by SYSCON, but the local functionality of the LCD permits an easy and
fast action on certain parameters, since it does not rely on communication and network wiring
connections. Among the possibilities by Local Adjustment, the following options can be emphasized:
Mode block, Outputs monitoring, Tag visualization and Tuning Parameters setting.

The interface between the user is described very detailed on the "General Installation, Operation
and Maintenance Procedures Manual". Please take a detailed look at this manual in the chapter
relatedto "Programming UsingLocalAdjustment". Itis significantly the resources on thistransducer

display, also all the Series 302 field devices from SMAR has the same methodology to handle with
it. So, since the user has learned once, he is capable to handle all kind of field devices from SMAR.

All function block and transducers defined according Foundation Fieldbus™ have a description of
their features written on binary files, by the Device Description Language.

This feature permitsthat third parties configurator enabled by Device Description Service technology
can interpret these features and make them accessible to configure. The Function Blocks and
Transducers of Series 302 have been defined rigorously according the Foundation Fieldbus
specifications in order to be interoperable to other parties.

In order to able the local adjustment using the magnetic tool, it is necessary to previously prepare
the parameters related with this operation via SYSCON (System Configuration). The Figure 3.8 -
The Temperature Trim Configuration and the Figure 3.9 - Transducer Block - Backup/Restore show



Configuration

all parameters and their respective values, which shall be configured in accordance with the
necessity of being locally adjusted by means of the magnetic tool. All values shown on the display
are default values.

There are seven groups of parameters, which may be pre-configured by the user in order to able, a
possible configuration by means of the local adjustment. As an example, lefs suppose that you
don't want to show some parameters; in this case, simply write an invalid Tag in the parameter,
Block_Tag_Param_X. Doing this, the device will not take the parameters related (indexed) to its Tag
as a valid parameters.

ifinition of Parameters and Values

Block_Tag_Param
This is the tag of the block to which the parameter belongs to use up to a maximum of 32
characters.

lndex_Relative
This is the index related to the parameter to be actuated or viewed (0,1,2...). Refer to the Function
Blocks Manual to know the desired indexes, or visualize them on the SYSCON by opening the
desired block.

Subjndex
In case you wish to visualize a certain tag, opt for the index relative equal to zero, and for the sub-
index equal to one (refer to paragraph Structure Block in the Function Blocks Manual).

Mnemonic

This is the mnemonic for the parameter identification (it accepts a maximum of 16 characters in the
alphanumeric field of the display). Choose the mnemonic, preferably with no more than 5 characters
because, this way, it willnot be necessary to rotate it on the display.

lnc_Dec
It is the increment and decrement in decimal units when the parameter is Float or Float Status time,
or integer, when the parameter is in whole units.

DecimaI_Point_Numb.
This is the number of digits after the decimal point (0 to 3 decimal digits).

Access

The access allows the user to read, in the case of the "Monitoring" option, and to write when "action"
option is selected, then the display will show the increment and decrement arrows.

Alpha_Num
These parameters include two options: value and mnemonic. In option value, it is possible to display
data both in the alphanumeric and in the numeric fields; this way, in the case of a data higher than
10000, it will be shown in the alphanumeric field.

In option mnemonic, the display may show the data in the numeric field and the mnemonic in the
alphanumeric field.

In case you wish to visualize a certain tag, opt for the index relative equal to zero, and for the sub-
index equal to one (refer to paragraph Structure Block in the Function Blocks Manual).

3-11
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Figure 3.11 - Parameters for Local Adjustment Configuration
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Figure 3.12 - Parameters for Local Adjustment Configuration
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Figure 3.13 - Parameters for Local Adjustment Configuration
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Configuration
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Figure 3.15 - Parameters for Local Adjustment Configuration

The option "update"
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order to execute the
upgrade of local
adjustment
programming tree.
After its step all the
parameters selected
will be shown on the

LCDdisplay.

ogramming Using Local Adjustment

The local adjustinent is completely configured by SYSCON. It means, the user can select the best
options to fit his application. From factory, it is configured with the options to set the Upper and
Lower trim, for monitoring the input transducer output and check the Tag. Normally, the transmitter
is much better configured by SYSCON, but the local functionality of the LCD permits an easy and
fast action on certain parameters, since it does not rely on communication and network wiring
connections. Among the possibilities by Local Adjustment, the following options can be emphasized:
Mode block, Outputs monitoring, Tag visualization and Tuning Parameters setting.

The interface between the user is also described very detailed on the "General Installation,
Operation and Maintenance Procedures Manual' Please take a detailed look at this manual in the
chapter related to "Programming Using Local Adjustment'. It is significantly the resources on this
transducer display, also all the Series 302 field devices from SMAR has the same methodology to
handle with it. So, since the user has learned once, he is capable to handle all kind of field devices
from SMAR.

All function block and transducers defined according Foundation Fieldbus™ have a description of
their features written on binary files, by the Device Description Language. This feature permits that
third parties configurator enabled by Device Description Service technology can interpret these
features and make them accessible to configure. The Function Blocks and Transducers of Series
302 have been defined rigorously according the Foundation Fieldbus specifications in order to be
interoperable to other parties.



In order to start the
local adjustment,
place the magnetic
tool in orifice Z and

wait until letteis MD

are displayed.

Remove the

magnetic tool
from orifice S.

Place the magnetic tool
in orifice Z. In case this

is the first configuration,
the option shown on the
display is the TAG with
its corresponding
mnemonic configured by
the SYSCOM.

Otherwise, the option
shown on the display
will be the one

configured in the prior
operation. By keeping
the tool inserted in this

orifice, the local
adjustinent menu will
rotate.

^>

Figure 3.16 - Step 1 - LD302

Figure 3.17- Step 2 - LD302

Figure 3.18 - Step 3 - LD302

Configuration

Place the

magnetic tool
in orifice S and

wait during 5
seconds.

Insert the
magnetic tool
in orifice S

once more

and LOC

ADJ should

be displayed.

In this option
the first

variable

(P_VAL) is
showed with its
respective
value (if you to
want that it

keeps static,
put the tool in S
orifice and stay
there.
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In order to range the
lower value(lower),
simply insert the
magnetic tool in orifice
S as soon as LOWER

is shown on the

display. An arrow
pointing upward (t)
increments the valve

and an arrow pointing
downward (i)
decrements the value.
In order to increment
the value, keep the
tool inserted in S up to
set the value desired.

In order to range the
upper value(upper),
simply insert the
magnetic tool in
orifice S as soon as

upper is shown on
the display. An arrow
pointing upward (t)
increments the valve

and an arrow

pointing downward
{I) decrementsthe
value. In order to

increment the value,
keep the tool
inserted in S up to
set the value

desired.

Figure 3.19 - Step 4 - LD302

Figure 3.20 - Step 5 - LD302

This Local adjustment configuration is a suggestion only.
The user may choose his preferred configuration via
SYSCON, simply configuring the display block (See
Programming Using Local Adjustment.)

In order to

decrement the lower

value, place the
magnetic tool In
orifice Z to shift the
arrow to the
downward position
and then, by
inserting and
keeping the tool in
orifice S, it is
possible to
decrement the lower

value.

In order to

decrement the

upper value, place
the magnetic tool in
orifice Z to shift the

arrow to the

downward position
an then, by insetting
and keeping the tool
in orificeS, it is
possible to
decrement the

upper value.
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hapter 2 - Installing
RNING: Make sure to follow ali the steps included in this chapter to avoid malfunction of the system.

ing the Rack's and the Modules

See below the figures and descriptions of the Module and the Rack:

Module

instruction to

(,0'ineu • tug ^mi <o

Pin

P< ml 0

t

** -

., m Sfrfiwforlkatlon
'•v of the Module

l to Rack

P > fit " • *

1 *- •- -»

RACK

|1 Ctji 'ic-'ir
( :l b Run I

r

it Dll, 1
(li-flUIH

*

J

• Hat (.if

Com crtor

«

i i

* 1

1 w

I

♦1
icI-

.ti.r

1

Ct.

Vodi

niii.

10

•c

1*$$*&s

•d. DIN Rail

a. Joining the Rack - when assembling more than one rack in a same DIN rail, uses the
special metallic piece to link one rack to the other. This connection generates stability to the
assembly and makes possible the digital ground connection (k);

b. Jumper W1 - when connected, it allowsthat rackto be powered bythe previous rack;
c. Module support;
d. DIN Rail;

2.1
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e. Flat Cable Connector - When existing more than one rack in the same DIN rail, they must
be hooked up by a flat cable 0) connected to the Flat Cable connectors (i) and (e);

f. Module Connector;
g. Rack Address Switch;
h. Clips-Used to fix rack in the DIN rail.;
i. Flat Cable Connector (Inferior)- When existing more than one rack in the same DIN rail,

they must be hooked up by a flat cable (]) connected to the Flat Cable connectors (i) and (e);
j. Flat Cable;
k. Digital Ground -When there are more than one rack in the same DIN rail, the connection

between digital grounds (k) must be reinforced through appropriate metallic piece;
I. Connection of the Rail;

nstatt a Rack in the DIN rail

Locatethe "Clips"on the bottomof the Rack;
Use a screw-driver (or yourfingers)to pull them down;
Place the back of the Rack on the top of the DIN rail edge;
Accommodate the Rack onthe DIN rail and push theclips up. You will heara click sound when
they lock properly;
Set the correctaddress forthe Rackusing the rotating switch at the Rack.
Notes: Addresses can NOT be repeated.

ling Racks (LocalI/O Expansion)
Local I/O Expansion isthe process ofadding more Racks connecting them throught the Rack. A
flat-cable isused for this purpose. Different sizes are available to reach different situations.
Connect the new Rackwith the previous one by using a selectedflat-cable;
Don't forgetto placea terminator inthe last Rack;
Set the address for the new Rack using the rotating switch;

v to install a Module

Locatethe tab on the top of a free Slot inthe Rack;
Mount the Module by inserting the tab in the "square hole" on the back top ofthe Module box.
Use is as a rotating latch!
Latch the Module on to the connector (slot) on the Rack by pressing it.
Use a screw driver to tie the Module in the rack with the locking screw located at bottom os the
Module box.

S for the Assembly

In case you have more than a rack inthesame module:
Leave to do the fixation in the DIN railat the end of the assembly;
Keep free the slot 3 of rack to be able to establish connection to the following module for the
connector of flat cable;
Verify intently the addresses configuration (addressing key), as well as the Jumper W1 and the
cable of the BUS; ii
Remember that to give continuity to DC power supply of previous rack it is necessary that
jumperW1 would be connected; ;'•
Make the amendmentof racksand strengthensthe digital ground ofthe hardware;
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tailing the Hardware

smar

See the details of the view frontal of the modules:

sum

Basic system DFI302 (frontal view - opened)

Shielded twisted-pair cable is used for wiring the DFI302's and hubs together. The DFI302's
have simple RJ-45 connectors. No special toots or skills are therefore required. Installation is
simpleand veryfast. LED'sindicateactive communication or failure.
You connect and disconnect without having to power down. The hub/switched based star
topology meansthat you can disconnect devices without disrupting control or communication of
other nodes.
The two types of existing cables enable connection DF51/hub (DF54 cable)or directconnection
DF51 /pc (DF55 cable). See the Chapter 5 for more details.

Basic Installation Tips:
1) Connect the four modules (DF50, DF51, DF52, DF53) plusthe terminator (DF2) inthe Rack

(DF1).
2) Connect the AC in the DF50 and DF52 input.
3) Connect the DF52 output to the DF53 input.
4) Plugthe 10BaseT-twisted paircable, connecting DF51 to the HUB.
5) Connect the Fieldbus H1 bus inthe DF51 and DF53 FF H1 ports.
6) DFI302 getsitsIP automatically from DHCP Server butif one is not available, a fixed IP will

be generated (192.168.164.100). This initial fixed address IP can be changed through
FBTools (see the Topic" Connecting DF1302 inyourSub-Net");

Observe in the following figure:

In the detail A are shown the above mentioned electric connections, without the rack view
(Rack DF1)and the terminator (DF2).
In detail B are shown the switches that enable the internal terminator for each Fieldbus
H1 channel In this example, we have only a Fieldbus H1 channel powered on, so the
corresponding switch 1 is ON.

2.3
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ig the Fault Indication

ipers on Board

The 1B and 2B Terminals available in the DF51, may be used in a Fault Indication application.
Actually, these terminalsare onlya NC Relay.

The NC Relay supports:

0.5A @125VAC
0.25A @ 250VAC
2A @ 30VDC

Normally, DF51 forces this relay to keep opened but if any bad condition crashes the Processor,
the hardware will close the relay. This status may be used in redundancy situation where the
backup Processor reads this contact and knows about the fault. Other possibility is using this
contact to turn on an alarm.

W1

W2

W3

CPU

The W1 Simulate jumper must be ON to enable simulation in the Simulate (SIMULATE_D or
SIMULATE_P) parameter ofoutput and input function blocks.

Do not useW2 and W3 jumpers because they are used to download programs in the factory.

2.5
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ing the Fault Indication

mpers on Board

The 1B and 2B Terminals available in the DF51, may be used in a Fault Indication application.
Actually, these terminals are only a NC Relay.

The NC Relay supports:

0.5A @125VAC
0.25A @ 250VAC
2A @ 30VDC

Normally, DF51 forcesthis relay to keepopened butifany bad condition crashes the Processor,
the hardware will close the relay. Thisstatus may be used in redundancy situation where the
backup Processor reads this contact and knows aboutthe fault. Other possibility is using this
contact to turn on an alarm.

W1

1
r-

W2 &

W3 "• ja

™

CO
1 1 £

o

CPU 8
c

8

The W1 Simulate jumper must be ON to enable simulation in the Simulate (SIMULATEJD or
SIMULATE_P) parameter of outputand inputfunction blocks.

Donot use W2 and W3jumpers because they are used to download programsin the factory.
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Installing the System302

Install the software from the CD of System302. Verify if at the end of the installation the
following folder is created:
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The softwares can be accessed by the shortcut uSystem302 Browser"

RvKititWiallP

T.lCLiL-'C-

LcrztfJ2

MasHUj

hmi

This shortcut gives access to the main applications of the System302.
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Ming the license for DPI OLE Server

Open "Get OPC License" in the System302 folder and generate the FaxBack to send to Smar.

m Q&i.U£ms&

Obtaining the return of FaxBack from Smar, with the Licenses Key's, type the codes in the blank
fields (observe the last figure) and click the button" Grant my License Key".
Ifthe codes were accepted, messages will be generated confirming the operation success.
At this time, DFI OLEServer and/or PCI OLE Server and/or Syscon will be ready to be used.

mnecting the DFI302 in the Sub-Net

The environment to work with the DFI302 involves a network (Sub-Net) where IP addresses will
be necessary for each connected equipment.
The automatic solution for attribution of these addresses, is called DHCP Server (Dinamic Host
Configuration Protocol SERVER).
Using DHCP Server these IP addresses are generated automatically preventing any problem as
the attribution of equal addresses for two distinct equipment.

ATTENTION: To connect more than one DFI302, the following steps must be fully
executed for each DFI302.

1- Connect the Ethernet cable DF54 of the module DF51 to its respective Sub-Net Switch (or
HUB);

Note: For point-to-point connection (the module DFI302 linked directly to the computer) use
crossed cable DF55.

2- Turn on the module DF51. Be sure that LED ETH10 and LED RUN are lit;
3- Keep firmly pressed the left Push-Button (Factory Init / Reset) and press the right Push-

Button for three times, assuring that the Led FORCE is blinking 3 times for second.
Note: Ifyou lost the number of times that the right Push-Button was pressed, verify the number

of times for second that the Led FORCE is blinking. Itwill turn to blink once a second after
the fourth touch (the function is rotative);

4- Release the left Push-Button and the system will execute the RESET and subsequently will
execute the firmware with the standards values for IP address and the Sub-Net Mask.

2.7
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5- If your network has a DHCP server (consult the administrator of your network) the DF51 is
already connected to your Sub-Net. Otherwise it will be with IP address 192.168.164.100
and you willhave to execute the next steps;

The Network does not have a DHCP Server:

You need to change for a while the IP address of your computer (for this is necessary
knowledge of network management). Enter in the Windows Control Panel - and choose the
option Network;
Note: If the in the Network options is missing TCP/IP protocol, proceed the installation using the
Windows setup.
6- Now choose the Protocols folder (see the figure below) and TCP/IP Protocols and click in

the Properties button;

£Z3JMHMMBBMHMMHiMHKI3

TtfiSEaCESI

7- Take a note of the original values of IP address and Sub-Net Mask of the computer to
restore them at end of the operation.

8- Change IP address and the Sub-Net Mask of the computer, for it to be in the same Sub-Net
of DFI302. The network administrator must supply the IP address.

Note: The values will be something like: IP Address 192.168.164.XXX and network mask
(Subnet Mask) 255.255.255.0. Keep the default gateway value.
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Microsoft TGP/IP Prnn-erteGs
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ATTENTION: Do not use the address 192.168164100 This ts already used as DFI302
default «-i:..-. as : .

9- Click in the apply button;

10- Execute the FBTools Wizard. Choose the DFI302 device and click" Next";

H
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11- Choose the DF1 OLEServer path to be used (default: Local) and click" Next'

12- Select the desired DF51 module in the option "Module" using its serial number as
reference which you could locate in the external identification label;

| ATTENTION! The non-observance of this step may imply inserious consequence. -

r-i-Tii

13- Pressthe button " Hold " to interrupt the Firmware that is being executed in DF51 module;

14- After you choose Hold of DF51, the module wont be more executing Firmware and
therefore it will stop all its activity in the Fieldbus line. Confirm the operation on the screen;

rtrOcila WizW
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15- Check if HOLD Led is lit. After interrupting the execution of Firmware press " Next" to
continue with the procedure;

16- Select the desired DF51 module.

ATTENTION! The non-observance of this step may imply in serious consequence,
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17- The default option is the attribution through a DHCP Server. Click in the option " Specify
an IP address";

18- Enter IP Address and the Sub-Net Mask;
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ATTENTION: Avoidto use the address 192.168.164.100 (DFI302 default address).

TIP. Write down the IP addresses that will be specified and the senat Numbers of each DF51
module. Itwill help in the identification and diagnostics of possible faults.

19- Click" OK" to finish the operation;

20- Return to the screen of TCP/IP properties of your computer and restore the original values
of IP address and Sub-Net Mask;

21- After returning the original IP address, the process will return in the following screen. Type
" Next" to go the next screen and to put the Firmware in execution in DFI302 again;

22- Select DF51 module;

ATTENTION! The non-observance of this step may imply in serious consequence.

.. srsitosm

j. __J _"_*__ I _

23- Click" Run " to execute DFI302 Firmware again;

24- Click" Cancel" in the screen" Choose Server" to finish the operation of IP Attribution;

25- In DOSprompt, type C:\>arp- d 192.168.164.100 <enter> (see the observationbelow)

26- End of the procedure of Connection of DFI302 in your Sub-Net, for others modules repeat
this procedure.
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Observation; In case thatyou have to configure more than one DF1302, exepute the following1
command to .clean ARP table, before passing to the next DFI302 configuration. C:\>arp - d
192.168.164.1Q0<,enter>
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hapter 3 - Configuring

dating the Firmware

1. Assure that the DFI302 is on and it has been connected in the Sub-network using the
procedure "Connecting the DFI302 in the Sub-network";

2. Execute the FBToolsWizard.exe, (located in the directoryof Smar work, generally
"drive:\Program Files\Smar\FBTools\FBToolsWizard.exe", through the shortcut "FBTools
Wizard" in the folder of Smar work);

3. Choose the device DFI302 in the drop down menu and click "Next1;

jl

.. L_:

4. Choose the DFI OLE Server path to be used (default: Local)and clickthe button "Next'

*.u .-•.__>•_

5. Using the drop down menu, choose the DF51 module desired in the'' Module"option using
the serial number as the reference (verifythe proper DF51 module has been chosen by
checking the lateral labels below the drop down menu).

ATTENTION? The non-observance of this step can implyin serious consequences. ,

3.1
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6. To continue, itwill be necessary to interrupt the Firmwarethat is being executed in the DF51
module by clicking the button "Hold";

7. After the DF51 Hold, the modulewill not be executingthe Firmware and therefore all activity
in the Fieldbusnetwork will be stopped. Confirm this operation by clicking "Yes" inthe
window shown below.
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8. Checkto be sure that the "Hold" LED is lit. After stopping the Firmware execution inthe
Module (Hold), the following windowwill be displayed. Click"Next."
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9. Using the drop down menu, choose the desired DF51 module in the option" Module " using
the serial number as reference (verify the proper DF51 module has been chosen by
checking the lateral labels below the drop down menu).

MlfiiBigi Not completing this step may result in serious consequencelil§l|S|^
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Observe that this windowdisplays the version information (FirmwareVersion Installed)and the
Firmwaredate (Firmware Date Installed) currently loaded in DF51 module;

10. Click the button" Browse..." to choose what firmware file will be loaded (DF51*.absfile);

—pip EBQQ:V"%::r~": ";"v.:_- ••»"•'•.•". '•"
DF51Vxyzw.abs

,

DF51VxyzwR.abs

Used for redundance

LAS Passive in the startup

(Use DFl-TRD-xx Transducer block to set it Active or
Backup)

11. After using the drop down menu to choose the archive to be loaded, click the button "Finish"
to initiate the firmware download;
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12.The window displaying the progress of the download will appear during the download
process as shown below.

SPiMjtKes fjjiikiy

13. When the download is completed, a status window will appear with the message "Program
Downloaded Successfully." Click "OK" in the windowshown below to continue. At this time,
the DFI302 will be in the" Run Mode" already. (Make sure that the RUN LED is lit);
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14. To Finish click "finish" in the following window.
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Consult the Product Manual for more information about FBTools
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To change the DFI302 in the Sub-network, the procedure" Connecting the DF1302. in
the Sub-Network" (described in chapter 2)'must be executed. To change only thelP'
[address, execute the following steps: x

1.

2.

3.

Assure the DFI302 is on and that it has been connected to the Sub-Network. If it hasn't, run
the procedure" Connecting the DFI302to the sub-network" before continuing.
Execute the FBTools Wizard, (located in the directory of Smar work, generally
"drive:\Program Files\Smar\FBTools\FBToolsWizard.exe", through the shortcut" FBTools
Wizard "in the folder of Smar work);
Choose the DFI302 device in the drop down menu and click" Next";

LtB!!>aEr arv^K Imio
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4. Choose the DFI OLE Server path to be used (default: Local) and clickthe button" Next'

LfatKia il'STHra

II"

5. Using the drop down menu, choose the desired DF51 in the option " Module " using the
serial number as reference (verify that the proper DF51 module has been chosen by
checking the lateral labels below the drop down menu)

\ ATTENTION! Not completing this step may result in serious consequences.

3.5
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6. To continue it will be necessary to stop the Firmware that is being executed in the DF51
module by clicking the button" Hold";

7. After the DF51 Hold, the module will not be executing the Firmware and therefore all activity
in the Fieldbus network will be stopped. Confirm this operation by clicking"Yes" in the
window shown below.

f BTwjIj Wir-SRif
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8. Verify that the HOLD LED is lit. Afterfinishing the Firmwareexecution in the Module (Hold)
the following window will appear again. Click" Next" to continue the procedure;

LtsKin "asm*

J -_L'i—I

6. Using the drop down menu, choose the desired DF51 in the option" Module" using the
serial number as reference (verify that the proper DF51 module has been chosen by
checking the lateral labels below the drop down menu).

ATTENTION! Not completing this step may result in serious consequences.
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10. Nowwe have the opportunity to set the IP address attribute by clicking the button" IP
Properties...";
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11. The default attribute is through a DHCP Server. Click the option" Specify an IP address" to
choose a different IP address
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12. Type the IP Address and the Sub-Network Mask (provider by the network administrator) that
will be associated with the DFI302.

ATTENTION: Do not use the address 192.168.164.100 because this is the standard
address used for the DF!302. In addition, be sure that the chosen address is not in
use.

TIP: Take note of the IP address attributes and relate them to the serial numbers of each

module DF51, this will help in the identification and diagnosis of possible faults later.

13. Click " OK" to finish the operation.

14. After setting the new IP address attribute, the process will return the window, "Choose
Server," shown below. Click" Next" to return to executing the Firmware in the DFI302
again.
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15. Using the drop down menu, choose the desired DF51 in the option" Module" using the
serial number as reference (verify that the proper DF51 module has been chosen by
checking the lateral labels below the drop down menu).

ATTENTION! Not completing this step may result in serious consequences.

16. Click" Run" to return the Firmware to executing in the DFI302 again;

17. Click "Cancel" in the window" Choose Server" to complete assigning the IP attributes.

18. This ends the setting of the IP address attributes.
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tnfiguring the DFI302 by Software

[ATTENTION: TheDFI302 can be configured by Syscon, to assure that the propedure
1" Connecting the DF13Q2 in the Sub-Network" has been completed successfully.

The DFI302 is fully configured throughtiie Function Blocks available in the FieldbusFoundation
standard. This allows for all systems (DFI302 and field equipment) to be fully configured by
only one application. Process Control, inter-tracking Logic, Prescriptions, Alarms, Calculations
and Equations can all be configured in one environment.
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To see tine plant, go surfing at the network ofthe equipment andcontrol strategies inSYSCON
software.

The DFI302 works withthe SYSCONconfigurationand maintenance software using the plug-
'n'-ptay feature todetect, to identify andtoset theaddress attributes for theconnected, removed
or malfunctioning devices. Once connected to the Ethernet through a firewall or a workstation,
the DFI302 is detectedand then given eithera fixed or variable IPaddress attribute depending
on the FBTools adjustment procedure. Thiseliminates any problems with micro-switches (Dip-
switches) or address duplications.

reating a New Plant

Verify that the System302 package (contained within Syscon) was installed.

1. Once Syscon has been installed, execute application number one:
2. In the main window choose Project File - > New

3.9
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3. Choose Projects and assign a name to the new plant;
4. Configure the application number so that it uses the DFI OLE Server;
5. In the Main Window choose Communication - > Settings;
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6. Choose the Smar.DFIOLEServer.O for the parameter Server Id in tiie drop downmenu and
click OK;
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7. Add all the Fieldbus channels to be used;
8. In DFI302 device, add the Transducer and Resource blocks;
9. Set the configurationof the Device to "Off line";
10.The basic part of the DFI302 configuration is nowready;

The others procedures are in the Syscon manual in greater detail.

unloading Configuration

>wnload to the Fieldbus Network

1. Assure that the live list is showing all the Field Devices with Tags and Addresses smaller
than 0x30, otherwise execute ASSIGN TAGto them;

2. Press right button ofthe mouse over the desired Fieldbus Network and execute UPDATE
command;

Ti-run MMhrEHii!

S %fa H* '-?!-
'.-•9. *'S

££

3. Wait for the live list to be completed;
4. Press right button of the mouse over the desired Fieldbus Network and execute

DOWNLOAD command;

3.11
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5. Make sure to save the Syscon Configuration to permit future Partial Download. In general it
is necessary to change something in the configuration to enable the "save" icon. This
procedure will notbe necessary inthe coming Syscon versions buttiieSyscon 4.0x versions
need it yet.

irtial Download to the Field Device

.12

6. Make sure you "saved" the configuration after a complete download, otherwise the Partial
Download willnot work. See details on the "Download to the Fieldbus Network" steps.

7. Assure that the live list shows the desired Field Device with TAG and ADDRESS smaller
than 0x30 otherwise, execute ASSIGN TAG to them;

8. Press right button of the mouse over the desired Field Device and execute UPDATE
command;
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9. Wait for the live list to be completed;
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10.Press right button of the mouse over the desired Field Device and execute DOWNLOAD
command.
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rtial Download to the Bridge

11.Make sure you "saved" the configuration after a complete download, otherwise the Partial
Download will not work. See details on the "Download to the Fieldbus Network" steps.

12.Press right button ofthe mouse overthe desired Bridge and execute UPDATE command;
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13. Wait for the live list to be completed,
14.Press right button of the mouse over the desired Bridge and execute DOWNLOAD

command;
15. Choose On Line Characterization for the Bridge transducer blockand change the parameter

SCHEDULEJJPDATE to Update Req. Click End Edit... The SCHEDULEJJPDATE
parameter will not stay in Update Req permanently, it will go to Updating and then to
Updated.

3.13
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Ttimizing Supervision

There are some important steps included in the DFI302 configuration that could improve the
supervision time. Just before to go to the procedures, a brief description for the System302
architecture is presented to make easier to understand where each parameter configured takes
effect

OPC Update Rate

DFI OLE Server

{OPC Server)

wmmm

Update Time

Background Time,
Supervision Time &

MVC
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Taking a look on the previous architecture, we are able to follow the data since the source (Field
Device) until the destination (HMI). Starting from the Field Device, the data source is collected
by DFI302 during tiie Background time included in the Fieldbus Macrocycle. When using MVC
(Multiple Variable Container), these data are grouped in an optimized way. The Supervision
Time controls the rate that a MVC is read from the Field Device. Each Update Time, DFI302
sends the data to DFI OLE Server which updates its database. All the OPC Groups will be
updated according the OPC Update Rate.

Following are the steps to be configured in order to get a better and optimized time for each
system.

Tune the background time (or background traffic) is one of the first steps to do. The Syscon
configurator calculates the Macrocycle according the number of links in the configuration and
permits the user to add the Background time. Although Syscon adds a minimum value
automatically, is necessary to calculate the ideal background to each Fieldbus Network. There
is a role to calculate the Background time based on the formula used to calculate the Fieldbus
Macrocycle. Operational and Background Traffic compose the Macrocycle.

The ideal Macrocycle for non-Redundant Systems is:
Ideal Macrocycle non Red = ((30*NDEV)+(30*NEL))*1.2

The ideal Macrocycle for Redundant Systems is:
Ideal Macrocycle Red = ((60*NDEV)+(30*NEL})*1.2

Where, NDEV is the Number of Field Devices in tiie Fieldbus Network
NEL is the Number of External Links (between Field Devices)

Knowing the Ideal Macrocycle, go to Fieldbus Attributes under Syscon and adjust the
background time until Syscon shows the desired Macrocycle on the screen.

IMPORTANT: After completed the adjust in every Fieldbus Channel, run a complete
configuration download.

fH Syscon - Adjusts up - [Fieldbusl ]
I •"*..:• 0- L" :.:.! 1- C:

--W

F^^hl K-l6^a
a-$5 Fieldbusl { Macro Cycle: 13

•%, Bridgel {DFI 302 - Mair
I PI: SM NM VFD
' Hi FBVFD

c .

New Device..

New Bndge

gnE
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Multiple variable containers, is a data container that will have all the Data of a Device. If it is
disabled, the Data are sent through block views. Each block has 4 views, which gives a lotof
overhead to the communication.

The MVCs come to optimize this communication sending onlyone big packet per device instead
of 4 small ones per block. Just set the MVC_ENABLE parameter inside the DF51 Transducer
Block to "Enable" this feature. All the changes done on this parameter takes effect after new
Supervision startup.
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The Supervision Time is the time required for the DFI302 to acquire the entire field device's
Date destined for the supervision workstation. Remember that this data is sent through the
Background time part of the macrocycle part. During the Supervision time the interface device
completely refreshes its internal database. So, it only makes sense to be performed in a system
that is already up and running, together with all HMI (Human Machine Interface) software
involved.

The DFI302transducer block has three (3) other parameters that are also used to optimize the
supervision in System302.

• Parameter 1: SUPJJPDATE_CONFIGURED_ms
- Parameter 2: SUP_UPDATE_SUGGESTED_ms

These two parameters define the time that the bridge has to poll the supervision data from the
Devices. Start configuring the SUP_UPDATE_CONFIGURED_ms as 2 times the Ideal
Macrocycle. After 10 minutes approximately, the parameter SUP_UPDATE_SUGGESTED_ms
will indicate an optimal time and a change may be done again.

• Parameter 3: NO DATA CHANGE TIMEOUT ms
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On data change is a mechanism to optimize the data transference between the bridge and the
HMI software. With this mechanism the bridge will only send date that has changed.
The HMI has a time-out for the data, which means that if it does not receive a communication
point after a certain period it will indicate lack of communication. That is where the
NO_DATA_CHANGE_TIMEOUT_ms comes in. Itwill define a time-out to the bridge, ifa certain
value does not change over that period it will be sent to the HMI any way, avoiding the HMI
timeout to expire.

Notes:

1) Good values for the parameter NO_DATA_CHANGE_T!MEOUT_ms are between the range
2500 to 6000, depending on the configuration load.

2) All the changes done on this parameter takes effect after new Supervision startup.

The UPDATE_TIME is used by DFI302to refresh the DFI OLE Server database. Normally only
the dynamic data are refreshed at this rate. Static data are refreshed each
NO_DATA_CHANGE_TIMEOUT.
Using Syscon, open the online characterization for DF51 Transducer Block and adjust the
parameters UPDATE_TlME and NO_DATA_CHANGE_TIMEOUT to the desired values. Take
in mind that adjusting UPDATE_TIME to 200 ms, the DF51 will refresh the data more frequently
than the default value (1000 ms) and it will load a little bit more the Ethernet traffic.
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Close Help j.

The client (HMI) can specify an "update rate" for each group. This determines the time between
when the exception limit is checked. In other words, if the group is set to 1 second, but the data
is changing each 500 ms, the client will be advised each 1 second. The update rate is a request
from the client and the server will respond with an update rate that is as close as possible to
that requested.

Each client has specific ways to configure this rate. Consult the manual for the HMI and do it as
necessary,
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iundancy of the Control Network

For critical applications the Ethernet network can be made redundant. For a redundant
Fieldbus Ethernet Network, the electric installation is simply duplicated. All Ethernet devices,
including workstations, are connected to the Ethernet buses. Also, the Hubs/Switches of the
network are duplicated. The DFI302 and workstations continuously monitor both the Fieldbus
and Ethernet networks. In the case any one of the two fails, the user will be informed and the
network will use tiie good one. The switching is totally safe and transparent to the other system
parts. Failure due to a single fault is thus prevented, and the control will continue. The LEDs
indicate which of the Ethernet networks are operational or have failed. The Smar trades
commercial or industrial Hubsfor pair-twisted cable or optic fibers. Industrial level hubs can be
assembled in the DIN track and can have redundant sources.

Typical versus Smar Solution: The DFI302interface permits 2 redundant paths.

pical application using redundancy

A typical application using redundancy is described now. Have in mind that DFI302 system
permits redundancy to be configured in manylevels and some of them will be available infuture
versions. E.g. Function Blocks and ModbusGatewayfeatures configured internally inside DF51
are not able to be redundant at this current time.

The DFI302 permitstwo redundant paths from HMI (Human Machine Interface) to Field Device.
To do that:

» Install two different DF51 in the same 1 to 4 Fieldbus Networks (e.g. First DF51,
IP=192.168.164.51 / Subnet Mask 255.255.255.0 and Second DF51, IP=192.168.163.51 /
Subnet Mask 255.255.255,0)

• Install two HUBs or Switches
• Install two workstations running HMI
• Each workstation must have two different NIC (Network Adapter Card)
• Each NIC must be configured in a different subnet range (e.g. N1C1, 1P=192.168.164.50 /

Subnet Mask 255.255.255.0 and NIC2, IP=192.168.163.50 / Subnet Mask 255.255.255.0)
• Configure in the file SmarOleServer.ini, the NIC Adapter that wilt be used on each

workstation Ports (e.g. First workstation, NIC=192.168.164.50 and Second workstation,
Nic=192.168.163.50)

• Doing so, each DFI OLE Server will choose a NIC Adapter that is connected with a specific
DF51.

• When configuring the HMI, configure each TAG to be monitored using two possible
ways; First one, using Local DFI OLE Server, second option, using Remote DFI
OLE Server (some HMI does not permit this kind of configuration and you need to
use an external software).
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To validate Remote connection between Client and Server, make sure to configure
DOOM and NT Security. The steps are described in the System302 documentation
(SmarOleServer docs).

The following figure illustrates the two paths:

L

Client

Server

HUB

DFI302

trd

Fieldbus
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